BLUE MOUNTAINS CITY
COUNCIL

LABELLING
GUIDELINES

The requirements for food labelling can be found in Part 1.2 of the Australia
New Zealand Food Standards Code (the Code).

Why are foods labelled?
Food labels provide a wide range of valuable information to make healthier
choices easier for consumers. The food labelling requirements for Australia
and New Zealand have also been designed to protect public health and safety
through the display of information such as date marking, ingredients,
instructions for storage and preparation, and advisory and warning
statements.

What is an ingredient?
An ingredient means any substance, including a food additive, used in the
preparation, manufacture or handling of a food. Essentially, anything that is
used to make a food must be listed in the statement of ingredients.
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Food additives: are classified into specific categories and must be declared
in the ingredient list using that category immediately followed by (in brackets)
its code number or specific name.
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All packaged food must include a statement or list of ingredients on the label
except some exempt foods (see Exempt foods).

Statements made on the label must be:
in the English language
legible and prominent in distinct contrast to the background
indelible - must not fade or be able to be rubbed off under normal
conditions
true and correct information (i.e. not false or misleading).
Product description: product is not to be represented in a false, misleading
or deceptive manner. This description must clearly indicate the nature of the
food.
Name and address: the label must include the name and business (street)
address of the supplier of the food - supplier refers to the manufacturer,
packer, vendor or importer of the food.
Lot identification: this clearly indicates the premises where the food was
packed or prepared and also identifies the lot. 'Lot' refers to a quantity of food
prepared under essentially the same conditions (i.e. same packing unit) and
during a particular time usually not exceeding 24 hours.

Country of origin
A statement identifying the country in which the food was made or produced.
If the product contains any imported ingredients, a statement to the effect that
it is made from imported and/or local ingredients is required.
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Date Marking
Date marking provides consumers with a guide to the shelf life of a food, and
is based on either quality attributes of the food or health and safety
considerations. The date mark is the length of time a food should keep before
it begins to deteriorate or, in some cases, before the food becomes less
nutritious or unsafe. In Australia and New Zealand, there are two main types
of date marking, these are „best-before‟ and „use-by‟. There is also a further
option in relation to date marking of bread with a shelf life of less than 7 days,
where a „baked-on‟ date or „baked-for‟ date may be used instead of a „bestbefore‟ date.
Generally food items with a short shelf life of less than 7 days will carry a "use
by date" and it is an offence for a business to sell food beyond the specified
date. Business operators are therefore encouraged to regularly check the "use
by date" on food items particularly in refrigerators, cool rooms and freezers.
The exceptions to date marking requirements include individual portions of ice
cream or ice confection and foods where the „best-before‟ date of the food is
two years or more.

Declaration of certain substances
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The presence of any of the following substances in a food as an ingredient, an
ingredient of a compound ingredient, a food additive, or a processing aid or
component of a processing aid, must be displayed on or in connection with the
display of the food or provided verbally or in writing to the purchaser on
request as they may cause reactions in susceptible people:
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cereals containing gluten and their products, namely, wheat, rye, barley,
oats and spelt and their hybridised strains other than where these
substances are present in beer and spirits standardised in Standards
2.7.2 and 2.7.5 respectively;
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crustacea (shellfish) and their products;
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egg and egg products;
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fish and fish products;

the hours of 8.30am and 5.00pm

milk and milk products;

Monday to Friday.

nuts and sesame seeds and their products;
peanuts and soybeans and their products;
added sulphites (a preservative) in concentrations of 10 mg/kg or more;
royal jelly (1* and 2*);
bee pollen (pollen collected from the legs of bees); and
Propolis (substance collected by bees)
1.* Royal jelly is the milky white, viscous secretion from the salivary glands of
honey bees.
2.* The warning statement required is “This product contains royal jelly which
has been reported to cause severe allergic reactions and in rare cases,
fatalities, especially in asthma and allergy sufferers”.
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Nutrition Related Labelling Requirements
All packaged foods must now carry a nutrition information panel (NIP), except
where they are specifically exempted.
The nutrients that must be declared are energy, protein, fat, saturated fat,
carbohydrate, sugars and sodium.
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Nutrition information is included on food labels to assist consumers to
understand the nutritional properties of food, and to enable them to make
informed choices about the food they eat.

Exempt Foods
There are some exceptions to the labelling requirement. The following foods
do not usually need to bear a label setting out all of the information prescribed
in the Code (although they must comply with certain information
requirements):
food not in a package;
food in inner packages not designed for sale without the outer package,
other than individual portion packs which must bear a label containing a
declaration of certain substances in accordance with clause 4 of
Standard 1.2.3 (e.g. gluten, peanuts etc);
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food made and packaged on the premises from which it is sold (e.g.
foods made, packaged and sold from display cabinets at cafes,
delicatessens, butchers, and bakeries; pre -packaged filled
rolls/sandwiches/bagels made, packaged and sold from a sandwich bar);
food packaged in the presence of the purchaser (e.g. bulk bin food,
delicatessen food, self-serve salads);
whole or cut fresh fruit and vegetables, except sprouting seeds or similar
products, in packages that do not obscure the nature or quality of the fruit or
vegetables;
food delivered packaged and ready for consumption at the express order of
the purchaser (e.g. meals on wheels, ordered food delivered to work or
home); and
food sold at fund raising events.

Labelling for Charities
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Although food prepared for sale by charities are not required to be labelled,
information about the foods for sale must be provided if asked. For example, if
someone asks whether a food contains a particular ingredient that may cause an
allergic reaction, this information must be provided.
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Food sold at events that raise money solely for charitable or community causes
and not for personal financial gain do not need to be labelled. However, it is
recommended to provide labels on products to enable the buyer to identify what the
food is, its ingredients, where it was made, any special storage conditions and a
„best before‟ date.
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Therefore, if the food has not been labelled, the person preparing the food should
provide the stall holders with a list of ingredients for the items they have prepared.
Full details of labelling requirements can be found on Food Standards Australia &
New Zealand website - www.foodstandards.gov.au.
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